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5TH DIMENSION OF WARFARE

Mao Tse-tung stated:
“To achieve victory we must,
as far as possible make the enemy blind and deaf
by sealing his eyes and ears,
and drive his commanders to distraction
by creating confusion in their minds”.
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INTRODUCTION

•
•
•

EW relationship with IW.
Is EW = IW or IW = NW
EW specialists were
uncomfortable and had the
perception that IW wants to
absorb EW.
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INTRODUCTION

•

•
•

To aggravate their fear it seemed
to be the trend that IW was
taking over the EW spot in
traditional EW conferences.
This created negative energy.
Attended many EW conferences
where presenters stated that IW
is dead, long live EW and the
audience applauded those
statements.
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INTRODUCTION

•

•

•

I felt that it was sad that the two
environments were competing
for survival.
The EW environment did not see
their responsibility towards IW
and visa verse.
To really try and understand the
IW environment and how EW fits
into this environment.
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INTRODUCTION

•

•

We are missing something and
that we should rather look at the
bigger picture.
IW is a very complex
environment and that the
military should rather focus on
how

IW and EW can contribute to
support military operations and to
define the domain in which these
activities take place.
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DIMENSIONS OF WARFARE
•

The art of war is
– Be one step ahead.
– To know way of thinking.
– To know strong and weak
points.
– To anticipate next move .
– Doctrine
– Tactics
– Weapon systems.
– Submission

Being sustainable on the battlefield
with relevant “in time intelligence”.

Command initiative and freedom
of action is a pre-requisite
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DIMENSIONS OF WARFARE
Dilemma:
•
•
•

New requirements are set for
success
Weapon systems reliant on each
other.
Share various types of data

More sophisticated our systems
became, the more interaction takes
place.
Integration.
Interoperability
Speed.
Connectivity.
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DIMENSIONS OF WARFARE
New dimension in warfare has
evolved
•

•

•

Modern systems information and
communication technology
(C4I3RS) provides enhanced
combat capabilities wrt
effectiveness and flexibility
The mere presence of own
systems creates its own set of
security challenges.
Creating an additional layer of
complexity in the battle space (in
both technical and psychological
dimensions).
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INFORMATION SPHERE
•

•

Strategic power can be projected
over the current known
dimensions such as sea; land; air
and space.
A fifth dimension in which
strategic power can be projected
is also described as the
infosphere.

Electromagnetic Spectrum
Network Spectrum / Cyber Space
Human Domain / Cognitive domain
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INFORMATION SPHERE

Electromagnetic Spectrum:
The electromagnetic spectrum is
made up of the continuum of
radiant energies that span from
gamma
and
x-rays,
through
ultraviolet, the optical or visible
wave
band,
infrared
waves,
microwaves, radio waves and up to
extremely low frequency radio
waves.
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INFORMATION SPHERE
Network Spectrum/Cyber Space:
Various technologies that enable the
transportation (movement) of data
packages in the form of bits and bites
resulting
in
the
creation
of
information systems and networks
that enable electronic interaction to
take place.
The bits and bites have physical
manifestation in the state of electrons
in a semiconductor gate or the
waveforms of light passing through
fibre-optic cable thus the medium in
which this occurs are communication
cables (copper or fibre-optic).
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INFORMATION SPHERE
Human Domain / Cognitive Domain:
Relates to knowledge and wisdom
acquired
through
thoughts,
experience and senses, resulting in a
perception, sensation or intuition.
Place where understanding, beliefs,
norms and values reside, and where
decisions are made.
Domain of intangibles; leadership,
morale, unit cohesion, level of training
and experience.
Significance of the human domain lies
in its ability to influence the
perceptions, cognitions, attitudes and
behaviour of specific targets.
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THE CHALLENGE
•

•

•

Military Practitioners are
challenged with the same
problem.
We know that there is an
information sphere but we don’t
know what it looks like as it is
one of "those environments".
We expect that it should be
there, because if it does not exist,
there would be no
telecommunication industry, EW
industry and IT industry.
How can we explain that cloud?
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WHAT WE KNOW

Information Communication
Technology

•
•

Is the tool that enables command
and control in warfare.
It provides the infrastructure for
weapon systems and sensors to
exchange relevant data, when
and if required.

It provides the decision makers with data, information and
ultimately intelligence to have visualization on the battlefield
and to be able to make decisions and alter plans as the
opponents plan slowly unfolds to the commander.
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WHAT WE KNOW
•

•

That the Information Age / Digital
Age is characterised by
– system sophistication
– system connectivity
– society reliance
– information and
communication systems.
For the military, the ability and
availability of these systems have
contributed
– to the better synchronisation
of effects in the battle space,
– greater speed of command
– and increased lethality,
survivability and
responsiveness.
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WHAT WE KNOW

The adversary
•

•

Will initially focus on the critical
physical dimensions such as
undersea fiber networks, and
communications links.
It can destroy electrical
generators, disrupt commercial
air and train traffic, destroy hightension power-transmission
lines, degrade weapons, delete
financial databases and
transactions.

Most adversaries can today access the info sphere and the
resident knowledge within.
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WHAT WE KNOW

The adversary

•

•

•

Attacks can include EW networks,
the C2 of early warning radar
networks, EW threat library
databases, are all subject to
attack, denial, degradation or
destruction.
The Operational Commander can
expect targeting against his
navigation-, air defense,communication and intelligence
systems.
Additional devastating possibilities
arise with EMP threats at critical
nodes affecting the Operational
Area.

EMP weapons can destroy all electronic equipment,
shutting down regional computers, erasing databases,
13 September
2011
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destroying communication nodes, radios, and
cell-phones.

WHAT WE KNOW

The adversary
•

•

Can cripple the Info Sphere
within the Operational Area,
destroying the Operational
Commanders ability to operate.
Non-nuclear EMP weapons
development is especially
worrisome as the non-military
cyber environment is essentially
defenseless.

It is critical for the Operational Commander to focus on
Electronic Warfare Protection in addition to Network
Warfare.
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WHAT WE KNOW

Information Warfare

•

Consists of a number of core
capabilities that can be applied in
the info sphere.

Within the Electromagnetic Spectrum, Network
Spectrum/Cyber Space and Human / Cognitive Domain.

IW must thus apply capabilities in all the domains to have
13 September 2011
the best effect in Military Operations
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WHAT WE KNOW

Information Warfare

•
•

Is planned and applied on the
operational level of war.
While the enablers are applied
on the tactical level of war.

The combined effect is however visible on all the levels of
war and even on National or International environments.
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WHAT WE KNOW
•

•

The ultimate target of
Information Warfare is the
command and control system of
the opponent.
Information Warfare also
analyse the information based
processes and information
infrastructure to determine
vulnerabilities and then confirm
the most suitable target.

Information Warfare (IW) weapons in the form of malicious software,
ECM, electromagnetic pulse devices and human influencing methods,
can be directed to target the information in this dimension.
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WHAT WE KNOW
•

•
•

Various competencies contribute
and compliment each other to
the effective applying of IW in
combat and in contributing to
Information superiority.
Military Forces strive to achieve
Information Superiority.
Dominance of the infosphere is
necessary to ensure own
freedom of action.

“Create the degree of dominance in the infosphere, which
permits the conduct of operations without effective
opposition”.
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WHAT WE KNOW

Electronic Warfare

•

Is such a core competency that
contributes to intelligence
collection or preventing the
opponent from using the
Electromagnetic Spectrum by
projecting directed energy
weapons against the Adversary

Three major subdivisions:
Electronic Attack (EA)
Electronic Protect (EP)
Electronic Warfare Support (ES).
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WHAT WE KNOW

Electronic Warfare
•
•

•

Operates within the Information
Sphere.
In order for the Operational
commander to achieve the
desired effects, he/she must
understand this environment.
Offensive EW emphasises the
manipulation of electronic
information systems

Fundamentally, EW impacts on the Info Sphere by:
a. Jamming/disrupting information paths
b. Corrupting data
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THE REALITY

Electronic Warfare
•

•

The Operational Commander
conducts EW operations within
the Info Sphere to defend his
sensors, networks, and
information paths, and influence
his adversaries’ similar
capabilities.
EW provides the Operational
Commander with the ability to
maneuver by protecting his
Information and controlling that
information of adversaries.

Denying the adversary accurate battle space information and
situational awareness is crucial for success during military operations.
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THE REALITY

Electronic Warfare
attacks

Electronic Warfare
degrades

•

•

Against adversaries infrastructure to
prevent or disrupt the acquisition,
processing, or transmission of
information in support of decisionmaking.
C4I3RS networks to prevent the
adversary from collecting,
processing, and disseminating
information or accessing information
necessary to sustain combat
operations enabling the Operational
Commander to achieve operational
objectives.
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THE REALITY

Electronic Warfare
•

•

To achieve effects, the
Operational Commander must
understand where and how the
adversary is vulnerable in the
Info Sphere.
Equally vital is the intelligence
requirement for accurate and
timely application of the IW
capabilities that will have the
best effect in the specific
situation.
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THE REALITY

•

•

Coping with controlling the Info
Sphere is a new challenge for
future commanders.
The commander must have
access to the necessary
capabilities and operational
functions required to exploit
opportunities in the Info Sphere.

Conducting IW in the Info Sphere assists the Operational Commander
to achieve Information Control.
Enabling the Operational Commander to maintain initiative through
the course of conflict and achieving victory.
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CONCLUSION

•

•

The Operational Commander is
confronted to apply his IW
weapons in the Info Sphere – an
environment that is new for most
commanders.
The Operational Commander
must understand the impact of
controlling the Info Sphere during
military operations to support
the other dimensions of warfare.
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CONCLUSION
•

•

The power in Information
Warfare lies in the coordination
of the enablers EW, NW and
PsyOps and how its power is
projected during combat in the
Info Sphere.
Conducting Electronic Warfare
within the Info Sphere is crucial
to protect the Operational
Commander’s information
environment, exploiting the
adversaries vulnerabilities in the
Electromagnetic Spectrum, and
gaining operational
maneuverability.
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CONCLUSION

•

Although I have only tried to
place EW in perspective wrt IW, It
is important to understand that
EW is one of the IW tools that
the commander can employ in a
coordinated manner to create
the required operational effect in
the tactical, operational and
strategic levels of war.
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??

?

“We can’t solve problems by using the
same kind of thinking we used when we
created them”.
- Albert Einstein
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